Keeping the Success Rate High – Electric City Ltd Started
Offering 10% off To Their New Customers
Electric City Ltd. has recently announced that they will be offering successive 10% off
to their new customers for any desired services. As the company is celebrating is
immense success run at the business market and is on a continuous path of
achieving tremendous landmarks in the field of top quality electrical services.
April 7, 2018 (FPRC) -- Electric City Ltd. has recently announced that they will be offering
successive 10% off to their new customers for any desired services. As the company is celebrating
is immense success run at the business market and is on a continuous path of achieving
tremendous landmarks in the field of top quality electrical services.
As the name says it all, Electric City Ltd. is one of the premiere electrical services company
headquartered in Auckland, who comprises with diverse range of services and operations for all
your meticulous electrical needs. Widely named as Masters Electricians Auckland, the company has
vast experience in providing quality services of new systems fittings, maintenance of electrical
systems for home and business based both and taking care of all the repairs in it. As the company is
adjoined with trained and Registered Master Electricians in its qualitative staff, so they knows how to
provide masterpiece electrical solutions to the wide market of Auckland and beyond it.
The most stunning part of the company’s stagnant services include its exclusive and fast availability
throughout Auckland, which makes it one of the most prolific and highly trusted electrical companies
in the city who is always there round the clock readied with its professional staff of Registered
Master Electricians. They works on all sizes of job, from commercial to general and from home to
organizational structured, the company’s highly trained electricians takes care of all the operations
required to give your house or business a stagnant lightening edge among the others. Because the
company knows that building trust with the customers automatically generates leads for the
organization. Hence their main goal is to provide their customers qualitative and professional
electrical services with which they can make long lasting relations with their personified clients.
While the very affordable and cost-effective pricing of the company is another elusive trait which
makes the company highly prolific among the others in the market. As the pricing of the company in
all its proposed services is very minimal and the quality of these are obviously top of the mark, that
is why the company has made a very unique and prolific name for itself as Masters Electricians
Auckland in the industry and is surely on a continuous regular path of achieving seamless success
in the market.
So based on all these successful accomplishments, the company has just announced that it will be
offering exclusive 10% off to its new customers, as a part of their promotional strategy as well as to
take the company further forward for getting landmark success in the market. While the company
also aims to spread further throughout the whole New Zealand in near future, as to gain fine
competitive edge among its rivals in the industry and to make the organization’s name known
prolifically throughout the whole country.
Electric City Ltd. is a professional electrical services company headquartered in Auckland, New
Zealand, specializes in providing quality electrical installation and maintenance services to its wide
valued clients.
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For more information contact Ben of Electric City Ltd. Auckland (http://electric-city.co.nz/)
0274433555
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